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Scaling up integrated primary mental health in six low- and middle-income countries: obstacles, synergies and implications for systems reform


Background
There is a global drive to improve access to mental healthcare by scaling up integrated mental health into primary healthcare (PHC) systems in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).

Aims
To investigate systems-level implications of efforts to scale-up integrated mental healthcare into PHC in districts in six LMICs.

Method
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 121 managers and service providers. Transcribed interviews were analysed using framework analysis guided by the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research and World Health Organization basic building blocks.

Results
Ensuring that interventions are synergistic with existing health system features and strengthening of the healthcare system building blocks to support integrated chronic care and task-sharing were identified as aiding integration efforts. The latter includes (a) strengthening governance to include technical support for integration efforts as well as multisectoral collaborations; (b) ring-fencing mental health budgets at district level; (c) a critical mass of mental health specialists to support task-sharing; (d) including key mental health indicators in the health information system; (e) psychotropic medication included on free essential drug lists and (f) enabling collaborative and community-oriented PHC-service delivery platforms and continuous quality improvement to aid service delivery challenges in implementation.

Conclusions
Scaling up integrated mental healthcare in PHC in LMICs is more complex than training general healthcare providers. Leveraging existing health system processes that are synergistic with chronic care services and strengthening healthcare system building blocks to provide a more enabling context for integration are important.
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The past decade has seen substantial advances in building the evidence base for the effectiveness of task-sharing interventions to close the treatment gap for mental disorders in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). The World Health Organization’s (WHO) Mental Health Gap Action Programme (mhGAP), now in over 100 countries,1 and Disease Control Priorities for mental, neurological and substance use disorders,2 have played a leading role in these endeavours. In addition, there have been a number of trials on task-sharing of psychosocial interventions to non-specialist health workers in middle-income countries and, to a lesser extent, in low-income countries.3 Scaling up these interventions – most prominently, the integration of mental health into primary healthcare (PHC) in real-world settings – is the next frontier. The challenge in expanding access to care is therefore less about what to implement, but more about how to implement at scale.4 Implementation research is a critical vehicle to understand challenges and processes that have an impact on the scalability of integration packages of care in real-world settings.

This paper reports on findings from the Emerald (Emerging mental health systems in low- and middle-income countries) research consortium, involving six LMICs in sub-Saharan Africa and South East Asia (Ethiopia, India, Nepal, Nigeria, South Africa and Uganda) focused on examining health system strengthening needed to support integrated mental healthcare.5 The specific aim of this study was to investigate the obstacles, synergies and implications of efforts to scale-up integrated mental health into PHC in district sites in these LMICs. In Nigeria, these integration scale-up efforts were undertaken through a project involving training of primary care providers in the mhGAP Intervention Guide (mhGAP-IG). In the remaining countries the scale-up efforts were through the PRIME (PRogramme for Improving MEntal healthcare) research consortium, which aimed to develop, implement, evaluate and scale-up integrated packages of care for priority mental disorders.4

Method
Settings
The characteristics of the six countries has been described elsewhere and are summarised in Table 1.6 There is wide variation in terms of size, gross domestic income and human development, although there are similarities in terms of governance systems (all countries are democratic republics). None of the countries had a dedicated mental health...
Table 1  Intervention characteristics of integration packages across country sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country and salient features</th>
<th>Description of intervention in the scale-up site(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia Population: 94 million; HDI: 0.448; mental health as a % of national health budget: 0.9%; psychiatrists/100 000 population: 0.58; psychiatric beds/100 000 population: 0.06</td>
<td>PRIME intervention. mhGAP training for PHC workers (nurses and health officers), establishing a zonal advisory board with designated mental health coordinators in each district and ensured supply of psychotropic medication, technical support from the PRIME team and regular clinical supervision by a psychiatric nurse. A registration book was introduced to allow routine information monitoring and facilitate detection of drop-out from care and initiation of outreach by community health extension workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India Population: 1.3 billion; HDI: 0.624; mental health as a % of national health budget: 0.66%; psychiatrists/100 000 population: 0.07; psychiatric beds/100 000 population: 1.46</td>
<td>PRIME intervention. mhGAP training for medical officers in community health centres and civil hospitals to deliver pharmacological treatment. Nurses were trained to screen and provide psychosocial intervention packages including healthy activity programme for depression (HAP), counselling for alcohol problem (CAP) and psychoeducation for psychosis. The HMS system in the PRIME implementation sites was also adapted for the scale-up sites. The PRIME team provided technical support and supervision to the scale-up phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal Population: 28.4 million; HDI: 0.558; mental health as a % of national health budget: 0.17; psychiatrists/100 000 population: 0.13; psychiatric beds/100 000 population: 1.0</td>
<td>PRIME intervention. mhGAP training for prescribers (health assistants and medical officers) and psychosocial support along with the HAP and CAP programme for non-prescribers (auxiliary nurses and midwives). The female community health volunteers (FCHVs) received training on the community informant detection tool and home-based care. The PRIME intervention followed a district mental healthcare plan at three levels. At community level, a community awareness programme was conducted by FCHVs and psychosocial counsellors, case detection and referral to health facilities along with follow-up and home-based care was also conducted by FCHVs. At the health facilities level, the prescribers trained in mhGAP provided medical treatments and non-prescribers provided emotional/psychosocial support along with HAP and CAP counselling. A psychiatrist from the district hospital provided supervision to the prescribers and was also the point of referral. Supervision to non-prescribers and a referral counselling service was provided by psychosocial counsellors from TPO Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria Population: 180 million; HDI: 0.527; mental health as a % of national health budget: 3.3%; psychiatrists/100 000 population: 0.1; psychiatric beds/100 000 population: 1.3</td>
<td>mhGAP-IG training was conducted for all the community health workers (consisting of nurses, community health officers and community health extension workers) in the intervention PHCs. Engagement and intervention procedure workshops were held with the facility managers and supervisory physicians. The training and workshops focused on identification, treatment (especially psychosocial treatment), and effective use of established referral pathways. Advocacy activities and meetings were conducted with senior policymakers, in particular with the Director of the Oyo State Primary Health Care Board to facilitate the cooperation of the frontline clinical staff and also to ensure that trained staff were not transferred away. The HMS system was also improved through the collection of additional information that was fed into the HMS of the state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa Population: 55 million; HDI: 0.666; mental health as a % of national health budget: 4.0%; psychiatrists/100 000 population: 0.28; psychiatric beds/100 000 population: 18.0</td>
<td>PRIME intervention. The introduction of a collaborative stepped-care package for chronic care patients with comorbid common mental disorders. Training of PHC nurses in identification of common mental disorders was enhanced through the addition of a mental health module using mhGAP guidelines to the standard Department of Health training in integrated chronic care guidelines called Adult Primary Care. Referral pathways were also strengthened; with facility-based lay counsellors trained to provide manualised counselling for patients with chronic conditions with mild to moderate depressive symptoms; and doctors oriented to the need to provide medication for those with moderate-severe depression. A task-shared community-based psychosocial rehabilitation programme facilitated by auxiliary social workers was also introduced for stabilised patients with schizophrenia receiving ongoing medication for symptom management from the PHC facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda Population: 34.6 million; HDI: 0.493; mental health as a % of national health budget: 0.9%; psychiatrists/100 000 population: 0.09; psychiatric beds/100 000 population: 2.77</td>
<td>PRIME intervention. Aimed at governance, health facility and community levels. At the governance level, the PRIME team engaged the health managers to ensure buy-in so as to support the integration programme. They were sensitised to mobilise the necessary human and financial resources. At the health facility level, the PRIME team together with the national mhGAP training team trained nurses in assessment and treatment of the priority mental health disorders (psychosis, depression, alcohol use disorder, epilepsy and common mental illnesses) using adapted mhGAP intervention guidelines. The PRIME team also facilitated a district supervision support programme to lower-level health facilities that was carried out by the clinical and nursing officers. Support was also offered to improve the accuracy of the HMS. At the community level, PRIME facilitated outreach programmes through village health teams (providing basic facts about the common mental health conditions in the area, symptoms, basic management and places of help), as well as the formation of carer and user support groups that were instrumental in reducing stigma in addition to reducing clinical attendances drop-out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PMR, Programme for Improving Mental healthcare; mhGAP, Mental Health Gap Action Programme; PHC, primary healthcare; HDI, Human Development Index; HMS, health management information system.

a. Salient features of the countries summarised from Mugisha et al.6

budget, with South Africa, being an upper-middle-income country, having the most mental health resources per 100 000 population.6

**Intervention characteristics**

All six countries were engaged collaboratively with the respective ministries of health in interventions to integrate mental health into PHC at district level. The main vehicle for integration was training of general PHC providers in the mhGAP-IG, or adapted versions of mhGAP-IG.7 The mhGAP-IG provides guidelines for the identification and management of mental, neurological and substance use disorders, including the initiation of psychotropic medication as well as evidence-based psychosocial interventions such as cognitive–behavioural therapy/interpersonal therapy for depression
and brief motivational interviewing for substance use disorders in non-specialist health settings.

The countries involved in the Emerald study focused on the following priority disorders: depression, alcohol use disorder, severe mental disorders and epilepsy. There was variation across the country sites in relation to: (a) the priority disorders included in the integration efforts; (b) whether psychosocial counselling was included in the packages; (c) whether the integration efforts extended beyond the facility level of care to the community; and (d) whether additional training elements for service providers, such as clinical communication skills or anti-stigma programmes, were included in the package. Specific details of the country integration packages are summarised in Table 1 and have been published elsewhere.4,5

Study design
The study used a cross-sectional qualitative research design, conducting semi-structured interviews with key informants in the respective study sites to understand the obstacles, synergies and implications of efforts to scale-up a model of mental healthcare integrated into PHC. The theoretical constructs of the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) framework supplemented by the WHO health systems building blocks were used to guide the analysis.6 CFIR is an overarching typology designed to promote the development and verification of implementation theory towards better understanding ‘what works where and why across multiple contexts’.10 CFIR provides a group of constructs (outer setting, inner setting, individuals, characteristics of the intervention and process) that are particularly well-geared towards systematically assessing potential barriers and facilitators associated with an intervention in real-life contexts (see supplementary File 1 available at https://doi.org/10.1192/bjo.2019.7).

The six WHO health systems building blocks (service delivery; health workforce; information; medical products, vaccines and technologies; financing; and leadership and governance),4 were nested within the CFIR framework to ensure that all the essential elements of a health system were interrogated in relation to how they should be strengthened to facilitate integrated mental healthcare, particularly within the outer and inner settings of the CFIR framework.

Participant selection and data-gathering
Semi-structured qualitative interviews were conducted with provincial managers, district managers, facility managers and service providers in the six participating countries. The number and category of key stakeholders interviewed varied across countries. Face-to-face interviews with key stakeholders were conducted between May and September 2017 across the six countries following implementation of integrated packages of care in the six country district sites. A total of 121 interviews were conducted. Table 2 presents the number of interviews conducted per country.

A generic semi-structured interview guide was developed by the research team that was adapted for each country context. Guided by the WHO building blocks, it covered systems-level barriers and facilitating factors as well as implications of integrated mental healthcare as they pertained to the six building blocks (see supplementary File 2 for the interview schedule). Examples of governance and finance questions included the impact of centralised/decentralised governance structures on implementation of national policies embracing integration; intersectoral collaboration and community participation; as well as budgetary allocations to mental health and ring-fencing of the mental health budget at PHC level.

In relation to human resources, issues related to staff availability and willingness to provide ongoing training and supervision within a task-sharing approach were explored; as well as the impact of integration on generalist staff; and the stability of lay counsellor cadres, where they existed. Pertaining to medicines, equipment and the infrastructure, the availability and supply of psychotropic medication was explored; as well as infrastructure for the provision of mental healthcare in PHC, especially counselling space. Concerning information systems for integrated mental health, questions related particularly to mental health indicators at PHC level, as well as data quality. Questions relating to health systems processes that enabled integration included strengthening of referral systems; processes for tracing of patients who were non-adherent; as well as shifts towards person-centred care. Trained researchers conducted audio-recorded interviews with the participants in English or the local language.

Data analysis
For data analysis, the study employed framework analysis. It is commonly used for health policy research as well as for multisite studies that have specific questions, a predetermined participant selection frame and a common set of a priori concerns being investigated.11 Analysis involves identifying commonalities and differences in the data, followed by interrogating relationships in the data, leading to descriptive or explanatory conclusions drawn around specific themes.11 Seven stages were followed:11 (a) translating data into English where necessary, and transcribing the audio-recordings into word-processing software; (b) familiarising with the transcripts; (c) initial coding of at least three transcripts; (d) developing a working analytic framework that involved adopting the CFIR framework as a priori overarching themes in the framework matrix; (e) applying the analytic framework through coding of the transcripts; (f) charting the coded transcripts into the framework matrix through summarising the coded data; and (g) interpretation of the data. Analysis was facilitated using NVivo data management software (v. 11).

Ethical considerations
Prior to each interview, an informed consent form translated into the appropriate local language was read out to the participants. Once the participants understood the consent form and agreed to participate, they signed it and were interviewed individually.

Permission to conduct the interviews was obtained from the relevant health administrative levels for each country (Institutional Review Board of the College of Health Sciences, Addis Ababa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Participants interviewed per country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provincial managers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District managers</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility managers</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service providers</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

The detailed findings according to the CFIR constructs and subconstructs are presented in supplementary File 3. They are described below according to the overarching CFIR constructs and nested WHO building blocks and summarised in Fig. 1.

Intervention characteristics

Integration of mental healthcare into PHC platforms in collaboration with the research teams was perceived as beneficial for improving access to mental healthcare across the country contexts. In particular, the technical intervention guides and manuals developed were perceived to be significant primers for change:

‘it [the guidelines] gives you everything, the details. You are not being afraid to diagnose and refer because it is clear.’ (Facility Manager (FM) 1, South Africa).

The interventions were regarded as being contextually appropriate across the board. This was attributed to the intensive collaborative process undertaken during the formative phase, including with health ministers. This process helped ensure that the respective intervention packages were codesigned and synergistic with existing health system features and optimised the potential to strengthen existing health system structures, service delivery mechanisms and processes to absorb integrated mental healthcare. For instance, although guidelines were suggested to be beneficial, being aligned with other existing guidelines and existing training processes helped improve the goodness of fit of the innovation. Examples include strengthening of the mental health components of existing adult primary care integrated chronic care guidelines in South Africa; subsuming the mhGAP intervention guidelines in Nigeria with existing standing orders, a set of broader guidelines for use by PHC providers;1 strengthening existing referral pathways from primary to upper levels of care to include referral of mental disorders in Nigeria; mirroring a registration book used for follow-up care of patients with HIV or tuberculosis for tracking of individuals using mental health services in need of ongoing follow-up in Ethiopia; and leveraging many chronic care system processes of integrated clinical services management, an initiative to promote integrated chronic care12 in South Africa, including community health worker ward-based outreach teams for tracing patients with mental illness who were non-adherent and a chronic care dispensing medication system.
Outer setting

Across all six countries, the findings confirmed the need for strengthening of the basic building blocks of the healthcare system at a policy level to promote integration. In relation to governance, the need for policies to strengthen multisectoral linkages in the planning, implementation and monitoring of services was emphasised. Further, the need for technical support to assist with implementation of integration policies was also emphasised. The Transcultural Psychosocial Organization in Nepal provided an example of how an externally funded organisation could assist in providing training and human resource support for integration efforts. Improved financing of integrated mental healthcare also emerged as a crucial issue, with the need for a dedicated mental health budget at PHC level identified as an unresolved policy need across all the countries. In Nepal, this was underlined as follows:

‘The responsibility should be taken by the government. Only some kind of help can be taken from the donors. Government should not act like a parasite by not doing anything and simply depending on foreign donors. If we always depend on foreign donors, … once it takes off its helping hand from us, we will be destroyed…’ (Health Worker (HW) 1, Nepal)

Positive developments in relation to financing that were reported during the course of the PRIME project included the introduction of health insurance for the vulnerable in Ethiopia, which reportedly helped improve access to mental healthcare. In relation to medical products and technologies, policy changes to ensure that psychotropic medications were included on the free essential drug list were identified as essential. This materialised during the course of the PRIME project in Nepal, and was reported to improve access to treatment. With respect to the health information system, the need for policy changes to include/strengthen mental health indicators as part of the health information system was common across all the country sites. Regarding service delivery, systems re-engineering for integrated chronic care management was identified as important to enable integrated mental healthcare. In addition, there was a need for improved supply chain management for chronic medication delivery, with drug stock outs impeding continuity of medication management in Uganda, Nigeria and Nepal exemplifying this.

‘The most challenge is drug stock out [sic] especially Carbamazepine. Since last year, they have not been supplying Carbamazepine.’ (FM2, Uganda)

In respect of ‘people’ who are often cited as the seventh building block of the healthcare system and refer to individuals, households and communities; being caught in the poverty–mental ill health cycle as well as stigma were reported to impede access to care and recovery. Policy interventions beyond the health sector are required to address this barrier, for example, population-level mental health literacy campaigns as well as social welfare and income-generation initiatives to combat poverty. The need for intersectoral governance action in the outer setting is thus highlighted. As illustrated by one participant:

‘Mental health problem is economic problem [sic], it is a social problem and it is a health problem. If we try to solve the health problem who is going to solve the economic problem, who is going to solve the social problem?’ (District Manager (DM) 2, Ethiopia).

Inner setting

Weaknesses in the service delivery building block played out mostly in the inner setting. In relation to infrastructure to deliver mental health services at PHC level, the lack of adequate and private spaces in health facilities for mental health consultations was highlighted across the countries, with the exception of India, where all assessments and psychosocial interventions were delivered in a separate consultation room (‘Mann kaksha’). Further, although participants in most countries reported relatively acceptable internal relationships and communications at the PHC level (for instance between community health workers and nurses in South Africa; between prescribers and non-prescribers in Nepal; and between nurses and psychiatrists in India), weak feedback systems between secondary and primary levels of care were reported to impair continuity of care at PHC level, particularly in South Africa.

In terms of organisational culture, a hierarchical culture, characterised by internal maintenance with a need for stability and control, was especially dominant across most of the countries. Although it promoted control and standardisation in the provision of mental healthcare, it precluded the flexibility often required to deal with health system challenges at the coalface. ‘Paper-based’ leadership was identified in South Africa, Nigeria and Uganda, where upper management levels led by developing and distributing policies and plans, with little guidance given to health facilities on implementation:

‘I have not been seeing the district supervising. I think the support… that we are seeing is by you people of the project and the [manager] from [referral hospital]. The district doesn’t seem to be very serious on that matter.’ (FM2, Uganda)

This hierarchical ‘paper-based’ leadership not only resulted in a paucity of technical support needed for implementation of integrated care but was also antagonistic to the promotion of the environment needed to support co-workers and managers to share work-related emotional burdens. In South Africa, participants reported feeling powerless to solve emergent health system challenges brought about by integrated care and further reported little support for occupational emotional burdens. Greater flexibility and participation of staff in resolving challenges and obtaining support appeared to be more evident in Nepal where it was reported that frequent facility meetings were held – where anybody could participate and voice their opinions – highlighting the value of transformative leadership styles in enabling resolution of problems and coordination of services.

‘We get voluntarily involved in [facility] meeting [sic]… Whenever they [managers] come to the health facility, we… ask them to let us know if there is any problem in the field… Because of all this there has been good coordination.’ (HW1, Nepal)

A poor implementation climate also emerged as impeding service delivery. This was particularly the case in South Africa, where concurrent implementation of multiple interventions of different scope, size and quality led to reports of PHC staff feeling overwhelmed by so many changes in work routines, resulting in challenges in them buying-into integrated mental healthcare.

Organisational incentives and rewards that were found to promote service delivery in relation to integrated care included training and specialist support from the PRIME teams, particularly in India and Nepal. The potential of the integration packages to provide human rights-based mental healthcare was viewed as rewarding in Ethiopia, and the integrated guidelines were highlighted as simplifying comprehensive care, making patient flow more efficient and strengthening referral pathways, particularly to facility-based counsellors, in South Africa. At the time of the interviews, none of the countries were employing data-driven continuous quality improvement to incentivise implementation of integrated care, with any data collected being sent upwards within the governance structures, with very little feedback. Voluntary
facilities in Nepal and compulsory meetings in Nigeria; however, created a platform for sharing information and promoting a learning climate.

**Characteristics of individuals**
Across all the study sites, improved self-efficacy on the part of PHC providers to deal with patients with mental disorders as a result of the interventions was reported. Notwithstanding this, there were, however, indications of stigmatising attitudes and behaviours of health workers towards people with mental disorders across all sites, exemplified by one participant referring to patients as 'lunatics and mentally derailed people' (Health Manager (HM) 1, Nigeria).

Further, there were reports that integrated mental healthcare was regarded as burdensome to work routines; highlighting the need for change management to orientate healthcare staff to integrated mental health and the benefits it would bring to patients and providers. Others offered a more positive view:

'It should not be taken as a burden. …if a farmer who is doing agriculture feels burdened to plough the field and manure the soil, then there won't be much yielding of his harvest. Likewise, health workers like us should not feel burdened even if we have to work little harder.' (FM1, Nepal).

Regarding attitudes towards task-sharing – a central strategy in integrated mental healthcare – some participants highlighted that some cadres of health worker still shunned working with patients with mental illness, even after training. This was especially the case for general practitioners, particularly in Uganda, India and Nigeria. This was illustrated by a health manager based in Uganda:

'The major problem we still have is that health workers tend to think mental illness should be handled by a Psychiatric Clinical Officer or Psychiatric Nurse. So, even if they have been trained and we assume they have the knowledge, they fail to attend to the patients.' (HM1, Uganda).

Mental health specialist cadres were generally supportive of task-sharing; however, their low numbers relative to the mental health needs in communities constrained the time and effort they could spend supporting non-specialist health workers in facilities.

**Process**
In terms of processes of engagement, the collaborative approach with health ministry stakeholders from national to local level across all the country sites was highlighted as crucial for buy-in. In particular, facility managers were identified as important to champion integration at the coalface given their influential role and we assume they have the knowledge, they fail to attend to the patients.' (FM1, Uganda).

Mental health specialist cadres were generally supportive of task-sharing; however, their low numbers relative to the mental health needs in communities constrained the time and effort they could spend supporting non-specialist health workers in facilities.

**Main findings**
The evidence base for the integration of mental healthcare into PHC systems of LMICs is growing rapidly, particularly from the increasing recognition of the role played by mental health in the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals. The findings from this study highlight health system synergies and obstacles that aided or obstructed ongoing mental healthcare integration efforts at district level in six LMICs as well as implications for systems strengthening required to facilitate integration.

**Contributors to success**
The goals of integrated mental healthcare – providing accessible, cost-effective, quality and effective mental health services to (especially) poor and disadvantaged populations – so as to break the mental ill health and poverty cycle received support across the board. Leveraging existing health system features and processes promoted greater synergy with the prevailing health system. A good degree of compatibility between intervention characteristics and existing policies and guidelines is a vital mechanism in health system implementation processes. In addition, practical implementation plans that take into account available resources is globally recognised as key to effective community mental healthcare provision. However, LMIC primary care systems that have historically been developed for episodic and acute care needs pose a challenge for integrated mental healthcare, which requires systems to be aligned for both acute episodes and chronic care. The findings of this study illustrate how existing features characteristic of chronic care systems were reportedly enabling of integration efforts. Examples include established referral pathways between PHC-level facilities and other levels of care (Nigeria), community health worker outreach teams, integrated chronic care guidelines (South Africa), a chronic medication dispensing system (South Africa), intersectoral collaborations (Nepal) and existing systems for tracking patients lost to care (Ethiopia).

**Obstacles**
Several health system obstacles that influenced integrated mental healthcare and strengthening of the basic building blocks of the healthcare system in these six LMICs emerged as important to create a more enabling platform for integrated care. In relation to governance, breaking the mental ill health and poverty cycle in LMICs requires a multisectoral effort; specifically, there is a need to mobilise resources outside the formal sphere of health systems to provide technical support should there be insufficient internal resources. Providing collaborative care through accessing the human capital offered by non-governmental organisations or other non-profit, community-based organisations should be considered and is aligned with the chronic care model. The effectiveness of integrated care packages is heavily influenced by fragmented collaboration across sectors, particularly social welfare and development (although collaboration with housing, education and justice departments all play vital roles) and applies equally to high-income settings.

Resource constraints are a persisting feature of health systems in LMICs, and the picture in the six target countries was not different. This makes strategic resource use and multisectoral resource mobilisation all the more important. The findings of this study support the full ‘horizontal’ integration of mental health into existing (largely primary care) systems. Yet some injection of ‘vertical’ resources in the form of specialists who offer training, ongoing supervision and support, together with the requisite ring-fenced mental health budgets, emerged as essential. Further, the need for dedicated mental health champions was highlighted. The fact that this was not always evident and at times compromised in favour of other priorities speaks to the lack of dedicated, ring-fenced budgets for mental health – a crucial mechanism for stability and
prioritisation. Importantly, budgets should be structured to trickle downward from national level, to local governance levels, to health facilities, following the patients who use mental health services into communities, as has been recommended globally and where investment pay-off is greatest.

The mental health information system emerged as particularly underdeveloped across the six countries. There was an identified need to include some essential mental health indicators in the national health information system that can assist in monitoring quality of care. Further, the need for data to not only flow to central government databanks but to be used to provide regular feedback to local managers and health facilities for continuous quality improvement emerged as important. When routine mental healthcare indicators are not collected, there may be little incentive or motivation for busy frontline health workers to actively screen and identify common mental disorders – and offer treatment. Within quality improvement initiatives, improved health information systems have the potential to assist to promote uptake and embedding of a new intervention through assisting with change management through a process of creating ‘will’ to identify and find solutions to bottlenecks that emerge during service delivery – which is to be expected during the introduction of systems innovations. The use of continuous quality improvement to improve the coverage of prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV in South Africa serves as an exemplar of the change management potential of this approach.

Persistent shortages in specialist human resources for mental health emerged as an enduring theme. Given financial constraints on the budget – against the backdrop of a substantial disease burden of mental disorders – scaling up of mental health through integration into PHC and task-sharing remains the only option to narrow the treatment gap. Respondents across all country sites favoured task-sharing where it was utilised as a strategy to promote integrated care. It has been shown to be cost-effective and efficient in increasing access to care for other conditions at PHC level, such as tuberculosis and HIV. However, a critical mass of specialist human resources is required to provide supervision and support. Task-sharing included sharing of specialist tasks with community health workers across all the country sites. There is international evidence that with adequate training and support this level of worker can successfully be used to help screen and identify people with mental disorders, as well as deliver certain evidence-based psychosocial counselling interventions. Nonetheless, we should proceed with caution, as community health workers can very easily become overburdened in similar ways to PHC-level health workers, especially in settings with substantial burdens of disease. Governing and supporting the tasks of community health workers strategically is key.

Limitations

Some limitations should be considered. The study does not include the voices of patients with mental illnesses, their families and caretakers nor service providers operating outside the ministries of health – such as community-based organisations. To create a degree of standardisation for the analysis of the interviews, they had to be translated into English where necessary. It might be possible that some of the context was lost during this process, although they had to be translated into English where necessary. It might be possible that some of the context was lost during this process, although it might be possible that some of the context was lost during this process.

Implications

To conclude, the findings of this study indicate that the scale-up of integrated primary mental healthcare into PHC in LMICs is complex, requiring more than just training of existing PHC providers, historically the approach taken to integrate mental healthcare. The need to strengthen the basic building blocks of the healthcare system to create a more enabling platform for integrated mental healthcare emerged as paramount for successful integration. In light of the changing disease burden from predominantly acute conditions towards greater numbers of chronic conditions, healthcare systems in LMICs are increasingly engaging in healthcare system redesign from vertical programming for acute conditions, towards the provision of integrated care for chronic ones. These health system reforms should provide a more enabling platform that can be leveraged for the integration of mental health. Advocates of global mental health should take heed of the need for these broader health system reforms to create an enabling context for integrated mental healthcare. There needs to be a balance between the focus on mental health only, with the need for integrated care as a whole, so as not to have the unintended consequence of reinforcing vertical programming for mental health.
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